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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) devices have become an integral part of our lives and are increasingly used in almost every
field. Subsequently, there are a large number of latency-sensitive IoT applications (e.g., face recognition, autonomous driving)
targeted for mobile edge computing environments. These IoT applications are often split into multiple collaborative tasks and
offloaded onto the containers or virtual machines with certain failure rates and recovery rates. If these containers or virtual
machines are not deployed in the same edge servers, the bandwidth resources of edge clouds need to be consumed to transfer
data. These factors increase the completion time of IoT application to different degrees, and then affect its reliability level.
Therefore, there exists equilibrium between reliability level and the bandwidth consumption. In this paper, we investigate the
equilibrium of minimizing the bandwidth consumption of IoT applications while maximizing the reliability level of these IoT
applications during task offloading. We propose an integer linear programming problem with high time complexity. We introduce
an efficient approach to acquire a near-optimal solution with high computation efficiency. The results of simulation experiments
demonstrate that our proposed approach can observably enhance the reliability level and reduce the bandwidth consumption of
IoT applications compared with other related approaches.
Index Terms—Mobile edge computing; IoT application; task offloading; reliability level; bandwidth consumption
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1 INTRODUCTION

W

ith the rapid progress in software and hardware
technologies, the number of Internet of Things (IoT)
devices such as wearable devices, Raspberry Pi, and
smartphones have increased dramatically and they have
become ubiquitous in our modern digital society. It is
predicted that about 29 billion IoT devices will be connected to the Internet by 2022 [1]. Subsequently, these IoT
devices generate massive latency-sensitive applications,
which have stringent delay requirements (e.g., real-time
responses on a timescale of 10ms or even 1ms [2]) and
require a large number of processing and bandwidth resources [3]. However, since these IoT devices often have
limited resources such as processing capacity, bandwidth,
and storage space, some complex IoT applications (e.g.,
face recognition, augmented reality, autonomous driving)
cannot be handled locally effectively [4].
To alleviate the resource capacity limitation of these IoT
devices, some latency-sensitive IoT applications are typically split into multiple collaborative tasks and offloaded
onto the edge clouds for processing by containers or virtual machines [5]. If these containers or virtual machines are
not on the same edge servers, the communication between
these collaborative tasks will consume certain bandwidth






resources and communication time. Meanwhile, considering that these containers or virtual machines own heterogeneous failure rates and recovery rates [6], the total time
that the container or virtual machine processes each task
includes not only the processing time but also the recovery
time after failures. Since the latency-sensitive IoT applications usually have a certain deadline, the application completion time beyond this deadline degrades the QoS of
users. Further, the reliability level of the IoT application is
also reduced [7]. Therefore, to reduce the bandwidth consumption of the edge clouds and enhance the reliability
level of the IoT applications, how to make reliabilityenhanced task offloading scheme with bandwidth constraint becomes the most significant challenge.
The containers or virtual machines consume certain
bandwidth resources to transfer the data from the sending
tasks while the collaborative tasks are being processed.
Since the edge clouds are often interconnected with fiber
optic cables [8], the bandwidth between collaborative tasks
is mainly limited by the bandwidth capacity of the edge
servers. That is, as the bandwidth between one pair of collaborative tasks increases, although their communication
time decreases, the bandwidth and communication time of
other collaborative tasks may be reduced and increased,
————————————————
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Table 1: Comparison of different task offloading schemes

To simultaneously maximize the reliability level and
minimize the bandwidth consumption of IoT applications,
more efficient approaches with lower time complexity are
required to solve such multi-objective optimization problem. In this paper, we first transform it into a singleobjective optimization problem which is considered as an
integer linear programming problem. And then we propose a Reliability-Enhanced Task Offloading approach
(RETO) to obtain near-optimal task offloading scheme.
The key contributions of our research are as follows:
 We formulate the collaborative task offloading
problem of IoT applications as an integer linear
programming problem. To simultaneously maximize the reliability level and minimize the bandwidth consumption of IoT applications, we establish a bandwidth consumption model and a Poisson process-based reliability model.
 We propose a near-optimal approach with lower
time complexity, where these IoT applications are
sorted in ascending order of deadlines, and their
directed acyclic graphs are analyzed to efficiently
and efficiently generate the collaborative task offloading schemes over the edge clouds.
 We conduct a simulation experimental environment to comprehensively evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed approach.
When compared with other related approaches,
our proposed approach can obtain better performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related
work is introduced in Section 2; our system model is defined in Section 3; the problem formulation is presented
based on the above models in Section 4; the technical de-

tails of the problem solution is introduced in Section 5; the
evaluation experiments are conducted in Section 6. Finally,
the conclusions along with future work are presented in
Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK
There are several works have focused on task offloading of IoT applications – key ones are shown in Table 1.
Aral et al. [9] proposed a Bayesian network model based
on QoS related parameters to estimate the availability
level of virtual machines in edge infrastructure, so as to
avoid the deterioration response time limit that is critical
to edge applications. Soualhia et al. [10] proposed a
framework for detecting and predicting all faults in the
edge cloud at the infrastructure level via statistical techniques and supervised machine learning, which can detect and predict some faults online in a timely manner.
Maia et al. [11] jointly studied the vertical and horizontal
load distribution and location of scalable IoT services to
minimize the potential QoS violations on account of the
limitation of edge computing resources. Meanwhile, they
investigated how to deploy replicas of applications, and
proposed a genetic algorithm that minimizes not only
deadlines for response time, but also other potentially
conflicting goals such as operational cost and unavailability [12]. Zhao et al. [13] proposed a distributed redundant
scheduling algorithm to solve the availability problem of
microservice-based applications caused by container failures. Although these literatures improved the availability
level of the applications in different ways, they did not
solve the reliability problem by the consideration of the
application completion time. For this purpose, Liu et al.
[14] introduced an efficient task scheduling algorithm to
minimize the average completion time of multiple applications. This algorithm ensured the completion time con-
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straint of applications and processing dependency requirements of tasks by prioritization of multiple applications and tasks. Zhao et al. [15] investigated in detail the
optimal deployment of virtual machine replicas supporting multiple applications to minimize the average response time and total cost for services provision. Goudarzi et al. [16] presented a new application allocation approach based on the Memetic Algorithm to minimize the
completion time and power consumption of IoT applications via a weighted cost model. Liu et al. [17] introduced
a new approximation algorithm to effectively solve the
problem of dependent task allocation and scheduling
with on-demand function configuration on edge servers,
so as to minimize the application completion time. However, they did not consider the effect of the virtual machine failures on the application completion time, and the
contradictory relationship between the bandwidth consumption and the application completion time. Yao et al.
[18] proposed an efficient algorithm to achieve a balance
between maximizing the service reliability and minimizing the rental cost of virtual machines for fog resource
provisioning in IoT networks. Yousefi et al. [19] transformed the task scheduling problem into a mixed integer
nonlinear optimization problem and proposed a greedy
algorithm to minimize the number of SLA violations.
However, the above two literatures only studied the task
scheduling of applications, but did not consider the
communication relationship between these tasks and the
impact on the application completion time.
Moreover, Hu et al. [20] proposed a near-optimal service allocation strategy that meets the constraints of edge
server resources and bandwidth to find the tradeoff between average network delay and load balancing. Farhadi
et al. [21] introduced a two-time-scale framework to jointly optimize services deployment and the request scheduling within the constraints of the storage, communication,
computation, and budget, and adapt over time to serve
time-varying demands under the consideration of the
system stability and operation cost. Wu et al. [22] formulized the hybrid task deployment problem as a multiobjective optimization problem, and then introduced an
effective and efficient offloading framework with intelligent decision-making capabilities to jointly minimize the
system utility and the bandwidth consumption for each
IoT device. However, the above three literatures did not
consider the effect of different task or service deployment
schemes on the application completion time and the
bandwidth consumption of edge clouds.
Considering the joint optimization of the application
completion time and the bandwidth consumption, Zhu et
al. [5] presented a cost model considering inter-host network performance and CPU/ memory overuse to track
the impact of changing the deployment strategy of mobile
edge applications on the availability and inter-host network bandwidth cost. Meng et al. [23] jointly considered
the management of network bandwidth and computing
resources to satisfy the maximum number of deadlines,
and then proposed an online algorithm to greedily
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schedule newly arrived tasks to meet the new deadlines.
However, the above two literatures did not study the effects of communication between the collaborative tasks
on the bandwidth consumption of the edge clouds and
the application completion time, and thus on reliability
level.
Through the analysis of the foregoing literatures, we
can find that no recent studies have focused on the collaborative task offloading of IoT applications under the
consideration of the container or virtual machine failures
and the bandwidth consumption between these collaborative tasks. In this paper, we assume that the collaborative
tasks of IoT applications are offloaded onto multiple heterogeneous containers or virtual machines with the heterogeneous failure rates and recovery rates. The selection
of different containers or virtual machines results in different processing time and failover time, on the other
hand, different edge servers accommodated these containers or virtual machines consume different bandwidth
resources, thus resulting in different communication time.
Furthermore, the application completion time is greatly
affected, thus affecting the reliability level of these IoT
applications. Therefore, we propose a near-optimal approach with lower time complexity to simultaneously
maximize the reliability level and minimize the bandwidth consumption of IoT applications.

3 SYSTEM MODEL

Fig. 1. Reliability-enhanced mobile edge computing system

We propose a reliability-aware mobile edge computing
system model (see Fig. 1). This includes multiple edge
clouds (ECs) to provide the IoT services by an IoT system
operator, and these edge clouds are interconnected
through fiber backhaul network using full mesh topology
[8]. Since this paper focuses on the task offloading of the
latency-sensitive IoT applications, all IoT devices can access and only offload their latency-sensitive IoT applications to multiple edge clouds instead of the remote cloud.
Each edge cloud is deployed near the IoT devices and
owns a certain number of heterogeneous edge servers.
Each edge server accommodates a certain number of heterogeneous containers (Cs) or virtual machines (VMs).
Each latency-sensitive IoT application consists of multiple
collaborative tasks (Ts) modeled as a directed acyclic
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graph, as shown in Fig. 2. Each task is indivisible and can
only be processed by a container or virtual machine.

the location of the containers or virtual machines in the
edge clouds. That is due to that if the containers or virtual
machines in the same cluster are on the same edge server,
the communication between the containers or virtual machines does not consume bandwidth resources and time;
conversely, it consumes a certain amount of bandwidth
resources and time. Therefore, the total bandwidth resources consumed by the edge servers after processing G
IoT applications can be expression by the formulation (1).
G

Fig. 2. An example of the directed acyclic graph of IoT applications

In Fig.1, P heterogeneous edge servers are randomly
pre-deployed to H edge clouds of the reliability-aware
mobile edge computing system. Next, M heterogonous
containers or virtual machines indexed by the set

Qi

H

Ph M p

bandwidthC   ( xqm 
i 1 q 1 h 1 p 1 m 1

M



r 1, rM p

bmr  bwm )

(1)

where Ph denotes the set of the edge servers owned by
the h-th edge cloud; M p denotes the set of the containers
or virtual machines on the p-th edge server; the binary

Z  1,2, , M  are randomly assigned to these edge serv-

variable xqm denotes whether the q-th task is deployed to

ers. The container or virtual machine j owns a certain pro-

the m-th container or virtual machine, xqm  1 if affirma-

cessing capacity c j in units of instructions per second,

tive, otherwise xqm  0 ; the binary variable bmr denotes

bandwidth bw j in units of Mb per second, memory ca-

whether the task q being processed by the m-th container
or virtual machine is a sender and the same cluster with
the other tasks being processed by the r-th container or
virtual machine, bmr  1 if affirmative, otherwise bmr  0 .

pacity L j in units of the number of instructions, failure
rate

 j , and recovery rate u j . The IoT devices connect to

this system and generate the latency-sensitive IoT applications in arbitrary order and time, G IoT applications in-

Note that the r-th container or virtual machine is not on
the same edge server as the m-th container or virtual machine. bwm denotes the bandwidth from the m-th container

point. The IoT application i owns deadline requirement

or virtual machine to the r-th container or virtual machine,
which is specified as a random value in a certain range.

dexed by the set Ι  1,2, ,G are generated at some

Di in units of seconds and is split into Qi tasks, and the
task q  Qi owns a certain instruction length liq . When
these tasks are offloaded to these edge clouds, the state of
all containers or virtual machines will be analyzed to determine that these tasks should be assigned to which containers or virtual machines. Meanwhile, the containers or
virtual machines that are not assigned tasks can be shut
down. As the containers or virtual machines with higher
failure rates may fail during task processing, and the containers or virtual machines in the same cluster may be deployed in different edge servers, these reasons both affect
the application completion time, the bandwidth consumption, and the reliability level of the IoT applications. Therefore, it is critical to design a reliability-enhanced task offloading scheme for these IoT applications.

3.1 Bandwidth Consumption Model
When the IoT applications are generated by IoT devices,
each IoT application will be split into multiple collaborative tasks, and offloaded to the edge servers to deliver the
cluster composed of multiple containers or virtual machines for processing. Considering the communication
between the containers or virtual machines in the same
cluster, the bandwidth resources and time required by the
cluster to process an IoT application are directly related to

3.2 Reliability Model
The container or virtual machine may fail while a container or virtual machine is processing a task. To better
study the impact of the container or virtual machine failures on the reliability level of IoT application, these failures are treated as recoverable [6]. That is, the failed container or virtual machine resumes the task processing after
a period of time (i.e., recovery time). Considering that the
virtualization technology has the isolation nature, all container or virtual machine failures are considered to be independent of each other [24]. Moreover, the processing
time taken by the container or virtual machine j to complete task q of IoT application i without failure is tiqj  liq c j .
During the time interval  0, tiqj  , the failures occur and are
subject to a Poisson process with failure rate parameter

j

[6], and the total number of failures in the container or
virtual machine j is denoted by N j (tiqj ) .Therefore, the
probability of N j (tiqj )  k can be computed by the formulation (2).

Pr{N j (tiqj )  k} 

( jtiqj )k

 t

e j iqj , k  0
(2)
k!
The mean of N j (tiqj ) can be computed by the formula-
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tion (3).

E[ N j (tiqj )]   jtiqj
(3)
The recovery time R jk (tiqj ) of the k-th failure at the con-

tainer or virtual machine j is an exponentially distributed
random variable with recovery rate parameter u j [6].
Therefore, the total recovery time R j (tiqj ) at the j-th container or virtual machine can be computed by the formulation (4). As the total recovery time R j (tiqj ) is a compound
Poisson process, its mean can be computed by the formulation (5).
R j (tiqj ) 
E[ R j (tiqj )] 

N j ( tiqj )


k 1

E[ N j (tiqj )]
uj

(4)

R jk (tiqj )


 jtiqj
uj

(5)

The average total processing time Tiqj of the q-th task of
IoT application i on the j-th container or virtual machine
consists of the task processing time tiqj and failure recovery time E[ R j (tiqj )] , its value can be computed by the formulation (6).
t
Tiqj  tiqj  E[ R j (tiqj )]  tiqj  j iqj , i  I , j  Z , q  Qi (6)
uj
Moreover, if part or all of the containers or virtual machines in the same cluster are not on the same edge server,
these containers or virtual machines with the communication relationships need to take time to transfer data.
Therefore, the total processing time (i.e., totalTi ) of IoT
application i consists of the task processing time, the failure recovery time and the task communication time, as
shown in formulation (7).
v
v
dataq
(7)
totalTi  arg max( (Tiqj   (  qz  qz 
))), j  Z
bw j
vW
q 1
z 1
where W denotes the set of execution routes such as {{T2,1,
T2,4, T2,7},{T2,1, T2,5, T2,7},{T2,2, T2,5, T2,7},{T2,2, T2,6, T2,7},{T2,3,
T2,6, T2,7}} from the top-level tasks (e.g., T2,1, T2,2, T2,3) to the
bottom-level tasks (e.g., T2,7); v denotes the set of tasks for
an execution route (e.g., {T2,1, T2,4, T2,7}) of the set W; the
binary variable  qz denotes whether the task q and the
task z are on the same edge server,  qz  0 if affirmative,
otherwise  qz  1 ; the binary variable  qz denotes whether
the task q sends data to the task z, qz  1 if affirmative,
otherwise qz  0 ; dataq denotes the amount of data sent
by the task q; bw j denotes the bandwidth of the container
or virtual machine j where task q resides.
In the process of the IoT system operator providing
services to mobile users, the reliability level reflects how
the system operates and hence how a requested service
can be successfully provided. This paper mainly studies
how the container or virtual machine failures and recoveries affect the total processing time of the IoT applications (i.e., QoS). If the total processing time of the IoT application i exceeds its deadline requirement Di , QoS is
considered to have been violated. Therefore, the probability of QoS violations can be characterized by the ratio of
the number of unsatisfied IoT applications to the total
number of IoT applications during a given time [7]. Furthermore, the reliability level of the IoT applications can
be computed by the probability of QoS violations, as

shown in the formulation (8). U represents the total
number of IoT applications with the QoS violations and
can be computed by the formulation (9) and formulation
(10).
U
Re liability  1 
(8)
G
G

U   F  totalTi  Di 

(9)

i 1

1, totalTi  Di  0
(10)
F (totalTi  Di )  
0, totalTi  Di  0
where the difference value  totalTi  Di  represents
whether the QoS requirement of IoT application i is violated, F (totalTi  Di )  1 if  totalTi  Di   0 , otherwise
F (totalTi  Di )  0 .

4 PROBLEM FORMULATION
In our mobile edge computing system, the edge clouds
are interconnected via fiber optic cables, the communication between the edge clouds is considered to be load independent. Therefore, if the containers or virtual machines
handling the collaborative tasks of IoT application i are
not deployed in the same edge servers, the communication delay between these containers or virtual machines
depends mostly on the bandwidth and data size of the
containers or virtual machines in the sending state.
Meanwhile, as the containers or virtual machines own
certain failure rates and recovery rates, the processing
time of IoT applications is further increased, and then the
reliability level of IoT applications is also greatly affected.
Although the communication latency can be reduced by
increasing the communication bandwidth between tasks,
the edge servers own fixed bandwidth. That is, if the
bandwidth between the collaborative tasks of an IoT application is increased, the bandwidth of other sending
tasks on the same edge server and the reliability level of
the IoT applications in which other tasks reside are reduced. Therefore, we need to find a tradeoff to minimize
the bandwidth consumption of G IoT applications while
maximizing the reliability level of these IoT applications
during task offloading, which can be denoted by the formulation (11).
min bandwidthC

(11)
F0 : 
1 G
max 1  G  F  totalTi  Di 
i 1

s.t.
M

x
m 1
G

 1, q  Qi , i  I

qm

Qi

 l
i 1 q 1

x

iq qm

 Lm , m  Z

(12)
(13)

where the formulation (12) denotes that each task can
only be deployed to one container or virtual machine; the
formulation (13) denotes that the memory capacity of
each container or virtual machine is greater than or equal
to the sum of the memory required for the deployed tasks.
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Since F () is the unit-step function, the optimization
problem F 0 is nonlinear, and is very difficult to solve.
Therefore, a Boolean variable Bi is defined and assigned
a value of F (totalTi  Di ), i  I . Bi  F (totalTi  Di ) can also
be denoted as the formulation (14) [18].  denotes a very
large positive number. Furthermore, the formulation (14)
can be transform into the formulation (15) by adding a
small positive number  , which is regarded as the tolerance of the QoS violation in units of seconds.
(14)
 (1  Bi )  totalTi  Di   Bi , i  I

However, as the optimization problem F1 is still the
multi-objective optimization problem, a widely used
weighted sum is exploited to convert it into a singleobjective optimization problem through combining the
objectives with weights, which represent the relative importance of the individual objectives [25]. The singleobjective optimization problem F 2 can be denoted by the
formulation (18).

(15)
 (1  Bi )    totalTi  Di   Bi , i  I
Then, the optimization problem F 0 can be turned into
an integer linear programming problem, as shown in the
formulation (16).
min bandwidthC

(16)
F1: 
1 G
max 1  G  Bi
i 1

s.t.
(12), (13), (15)
(17)
Bi {0,1}, i  I

s.t.
(12), (13), (15), (17)
where 1 and  2 are both positive tunable factors.
Although the single-objective optimization problem
F 2 is still an integer linear programming problem and
can be solved by many approaches (e.g., branch-andbound and exhaustive) or optimization tools (e.g.,
CPLEX), these approaches or tools usually suffer from
high computational complexity [26]. Therefore, it is an
urgent need to adopt a near-optimal approach with lower
time complexity to solve the problem.

F 2 : min 1  bandwidthC 

2

G

B 
G
i 1

i

2

(18)

Algorithm 1: Reliability-Enhanced Task Offloading Approach (RETO)
Input: G, H, M, P,
tions
Output:

 , 1 ,  2 , directed acyclic graphs of IoT applica-

As discussed earlier, the integer linear programming

Re liability, bandwidthC, i 1totalTi
G

1 Initialize all parameters of the RETO

2 Sort G IoT applications in ascending order via their deadline
3 for i =1 to G do
4

Obtain the number of structure layers of the IoT application i

5

Divide

6
7
8

Ai

groups, TaskGroup[l ], l 1,2,..., Ai 
Sort TaskGroup[2] in descending order via instruction length

Qi into Ai

for q=1 to TaskGroup[2].size do
Select the container or virtual machine j with minimum Tiqj ,

jZ
9

end for

10

Sort TaskGroup[1] in descending order via instruction length
for q=1 to TaskGroup[1].size do

11
12

Select the container or virtual machine j with minimum

j 
13
14 if
15
16
17

Ai  3

do

Ai

Select the container or virtual machine j with minimum q ,

j 
20

then

Sort TaskGroup[l ] in descending order via instruction length
for q=1 to TaskGroup[l ].size do

18
19

end for
end for

21 end if
22 end for
23 for i =1 to G do
24

Obtain the set of execution routes W

25

for

26

 =1 to

Obtain the

W do

totalTi

via the formulation (7)

27

end for

28

Compute

29

Compute Reliability via the formulation (8)
Compute bandwidthC via the formulation (1)

30

q ,

end for

for l=3 to



G
i 1

totalTi via totalTime  totalTi

31 end for
32 return

Re liability, bandwidthC, i 1totalTi
G

5 PROBLEM SOLUTION
problem F 2 owns great time complexity, and it is not
feasible to find an optimal solution on such a large scale.
Therefore, we introduce a near-optimal approach to solve
it and build a mobile edge computing system (Fig. 1) to
verify this approach. In this system, all containers or virtual machines are randomly assigned to the edge servers,
and each IoT application is split into multiple collaborative tasks (Fig. 2) and offloaded to these containers or virtual machines via our proposed approach. In next section,
we introduce the implementation scheme of our proposed
approach.
When these collaborative tasks of IoT applications are
offloaded and assigned to the containers or virtual machines, our proposed approach will need to exploit six
phases to obtain the near-optimal offloading scheme. First,
we conduct an IoT application priority queue such as {T 1,
T2} according to the ascending order of the IoT application deadline. Second, we determine the task hierarchy
for offloading in a top-down order of the directed acyclic
graph, i.e., in addition to the top-level tasks (e.g., T1,1, T1,2,
T2,1, T2,2, T2,3) being the sending tasks and the bottom-level
tasks (e.g., T1,3, T2,7) being the receiving tasks, the tasks in
the middle layer (e.g., T2,4, T2,5, T2,6) can both send and
receive results at some point. Third, we offload these
tasks that receive the results of the top-level tasks in descending order of their instruction length, and respectively select the containers or virtual machines with the minimum sum of tasks processing time and recovery time via
the formulation (6). Fourth, the top-level tasks are sorted
in descending order of instruction length and select the
containers or virtual machines to be deployed. For the
top-level task q of IoT application i, its serving container or
virtual machine first selects a container or virtual machine
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on the same edge server as the containers or virtual machines where the receiving tasks (e.g., T2,4, T2,5, T2,6) reside.
If no such containers or virtual machines exist, the container or virtual machine j for the task q is selected via the
formulation (19). That is, the container or virtual machine j
is such container or virtual machine that minimizes the
value of q .

q  arg max(Tiqj 
j 

dataq
bw j

   bw j ), i  I

to minimize q . Lines 14-21 select the container or virtual
machine j for task q of the set TaskGroup[l ] in descending
order of instruction length to minimize q , when the
number of structure layers l of the directed acyclic graph
is greater than or equal to 3. The loop in lines 23-31 obtains the value of reliability level, bandwidth consumption, and total completion time of G IoT applications.

(19)

where  is a small positive tunable factor;  denotes a set
of containers or virtual machines accommodating the offloading task q (e.g., fourth step) or sending tasks (e.g., last
step).
After the above steps are completed, both the top and
2- level tasks of the directed acyclic graph are offloaded
onto the edge servers. Next, other tasks of the directed
acyclic graph are also in turn offloaded to the edge servers. Once the tasks of the previous level are completed,
these tasks are then seen as sending tasks and send their
results to the lower level tasks. Fifth, we sort the tasks of
the previous level in ascending order of their completion
time. Last, we sort the receiving tasks of each task of the
previous level in descending order of instruction length,
and offload these receiving tasks to the edge servers according to the processing method in the fourth step.
Based on the above, these collaborative tasks of G IoT
applications are offloaded onto the edge servers, while
simultaneously enhancing the reliability level of these IoT
applications and reducing the bandwidth consumption of
these IoT applications. The implementation scheme of the
RETO is presented in Algorithm 1. Line 2 sorts G IoT applications in ascending order via their deadlines to first
offload the time-critical IoT applications. The loop in lines
3-22 obtains the near-optimal offloading scheme of all
tasks of G IoT applications. Lines 4-5 obtain the number
of structure layers Ai of each IoT application, and divide
the task set Qi to Ai groups TaskGroup[l ], l 1,2,..., Ai  . The
loop in lines 6-9 selects the container or virtual machine j
for task q of the set TaskGroup[2] in descending order of
instruction length to minimize Tiqj .The loop in lines 10-13
selects the container or virtual machine j for task q of the
set TaskGroup[1] in descending order of instruction length

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Using extended CloudSim simulator [27] and iFogSim
simulator [28], we created a reliability-aware mobile edge
computing simulation environment consisting of 25 edge
clouds, 127 edge servers, and 200 virtual machines. These
edge clouds are uniformly distributed in a 5G smart city
network scenario and interconnected with a full mess topology [8]. In each edge cloud, a base station is connected
to other base stations via fiber backhaul network; the
number of edge servers interconnected via a switch is
randomly selected from the set [4, 6]; multiple IoT devices
exploit wireless access network to communicate with the
base station. The configuration information for each edge
server can be randomly selected from the set {HP ProLiant
G4, HP ProLiant G5} [29]. The processing capacity and
memory capacity for each virtual machine can be randomly selected from the set {500 MIPS and 0.6 GB, 1000
MIPS and 1.7 GB, 2000 MIPS and 3.75 GB, 2500 MIPS and
0.85 GB} [29]. The disk capacity and bandwidth requirement for each virtual machine is 1GB and randomly selected from the set [10, 50] Mbps, respectively.
The foregoing parameter information is mainly used to
configure the environment in which tasks can be offloaded. Next, we will set some parameters of the virtual machines for the task offloading according to the size of the
virtual machines. The processing capacity of each virtual
machine is randomly selected from the set [0.5×106, 106]
instructions per second [30]; the memory capacity of each
virtual machine is randomly selected from the set [2×107,
4×107] instructions; the failure rate and recovery rate of
each virtual machine are randomly selected from the set
[1%, 5%] [18]. When the IoT devices connect to the edge
cloud and generate 50 latency-sensitive IoT applications
in arbitrary order and time, each IoT application is split

(a) Impact on the reliability level (b) Impact on bandwidth consumption (c) Impact on application completion time (d) Impact on approach execution time
Fig. 3. The effect of number of the base stations. The value of reliability level, bandwidth consumption, application completion time, and approach execution time is obtained by executing 50 IoT applications. As the number of base stations increased by step size 5 from 25 to 40, their value is not almost varied. Moreover, RETO has the moderate approach execution time, the maximum reliability level, the minimum bandwidth consumption, and the minimum
application completion time of all approaches.
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(a) Impact on the reliability level (b) Impact on bandwidth consumption (c) Impact on application completion time (d) Impact on approach execution time
Fig. 4. The effect of number of the virtual machines. The value of reliability level, bandwidth consumption, application completion time, and approach
execution time is obtained by executing 50 IoT applications. As the number of virtual machines increased by step size 20 from 160 to 220, the application
completion time decreases, the reliability level increases, the bandwidth consumption does not almost vary. Moreover, RETO has the maximum reliability
level, the minimum bandwidth consumption, the minimum application completion time, and the moderate approach execution time of all approaches.

into multiple collaborative tasks offloaded to the edge
clouds. The length of each task is randomly selected from
the set [500, 5000] instructions [18]. If one task is a sender,
the amount of data it sends is randomly selected from the
set [1, 2] Mb. The deadline requirement of each IoT application is randomly selected from the set [5, 9] ms. The positive tunable factors  , 1 , and  2 are set to 0.0037, 1, and
2000, respectively.
According to the above configuration information, the
performance of the RETO is evaluated by comparing it
with the following baseline approaches.
 Random Offloading (RO): Randomly selects one virtual machine to accommodate each task of the IoT application from top to bottom along its directed acyclic
graph when multiple virtual machines satisfy the constraints.
 Greedy Offloading (GO): Selects the virtual machine
with minimum value of the formulation (6) to accommodate each task of the IoT application from top to
bottom along its directed acyclic graph when multiple
virtual machines satisfy the constraints.
 Differential Evolution (DE): Selects the virtual machine via the differential evolution algorithm [31] to
accommodate each task of the IoT application from
top to bottom along its directed acyclic graph while
multiple virtual machines satisfy the constraints.
Next, we analyze the performance of the RETO by
comparing it with RO, GO, and DE in terms of the reliability level, the bandwidth consumption, and the application completion time while offloading G IoT applications.
Meanwhile, we also analyze the impact of experimental
parameters including the number of base stations (as
shown in Fig. 3), the number of the virtual machines (as
shown in Fig. 4), the number of IoT applications (as
shown in Fig. 5), and the deadlines of IoT applications (as
shown in Fig. 6) on these performance indicators.

6.1 Impact of number of the base stations
As shown in Fig. 3, as the number of the base stations
increased by step size 5 from 25 to 40, the reliability level,
the bandwidth consumption, the application completion
time, and the approach execution time of each approach
did not almost vary. That is due to that although the increase of the number of base stations increases the num-

ber of edge servers, the number of virtual machines and
IoT applications does not change, and these virtual machines are still randomly assigned to these edge servers.
Since DE is an intelligent optimization algorithm and take
massive time to iterate, its approach execution time has
the maximum value of all approaches. Moreover, RETO
has the maximum reliability level, the minimum bandwidth consumption, the minimum application completion time, and the moderate approach execution time of
all approaches.

6.2 Impact of number of the virtual machines
As shown in Fig. 4, as the number of the virtual machines increased by step size 20 from 160 to 220, the application completion time decreases, the reliability level
increases; moreover, the bandwidth consumption does
not almost vary. This is because the collaborative tasks of
IoT applications are offloaded to the virtual machines on
the premise that these virtual machines are randomly
assigned to the edge servers. That is, the increase of the
number of virtual machines can increase the probability
of choosing a virtual machine with the lower failure rate,
the higher processing capacity, or the higher recovery rate,
and then decreases the sum of the process time or recovery time for each task. However, since the virtual machines are randomly assigned to the edge servers, the
bandwidth consumption and communication time of
these tasks do not almost affected. No matter how the
number of virtual machines changes, RETO has the maximum reliability level, the minimum bandwidth consumption, the minimum application completion time, and
the moderate approach execution time of all approaches.
6.3 Impact of number of the IoT applications
As shown in Fig. 5, as the number of IoT applications
increased by step 10 from 20 to 50, the reliability level
decreases, the bandwidth consumption and the application completion time both increase. Except for the increase in the approach execution time of the DE, other
approaches do not almost vary. That is due to that the
increase in the number of IoT applications increases the
number of collaborative tasks, which need to be offloaded
onto the virtual machines with different processing capacities, failure rates, and recovery rates. Therefore, the ap-
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(a) Impact on the reliability level (b) Impact on bandwidth consumption (c) Impact on application completion time (d) Impact on approach execution time
Fig. 5. The effect of number of the IoT applications. The value of reliability level, bandwidth consumption, application completion time, and approach
execution time is obtained by executing different number of IoT applications. As the number of IoT applications increased by step size 10 from 20 to 50,
the reliability level decreases, the bandwidth consumption and the application completion time both increase, except for the increase in the approach execution time of the DE, other approaches do not almost vary. Moreover, RETO has the maximum reliability level, the minimum bandwidth consumption,
the minimum application completion time, and the moderate approach execution time of all approaches.

(a) Impact on the reliability level (b) Impact on bandwidth consumption (c) Impact on application completion time (d) Impact on approach execution time
Fig. 6. The effect of deadlines of the IoT applications. The value of reliability level, bandwidth consumption, application completion time, and approach
execution time is obtained by executing 50 IoT applications. R1, R2, R3, and R4 represent four ranges of deadlines of IoT applications, i.e., [5, 6], [5, 7],
[5, 8], and [5, 9], respectively. As the range increases from R1 to R4, the reliability level increases, the bandwidth consumption, the application completion
time, and the approach execution time do not almost vary. Moreover, RETO has the maximum reliability level, the minimum bandwidth consumption, the
minimum application completion time, and the moderate approach execution time of all approaches.

plication completion time and the bandwidth consumption both increase in varying degrees. Furthermore, the
reliability level of all approaches is reduced accordingly.
Since the number of tasks determined the chromosome
length of DE, its approach execution time increases with
its number. Moreover, RETO has the maximum reliability
level, the minimum bandwidth consumption, the minimum application completion time, and the moderate approach execution time of all approaches.

6.4 Impact of deadlines of the IoT applications
As shown in Fig. 6, as the range of deadlines of the IoT
applications increased from R1 to R4, the reliability level
increases, the bandwidth consumption, the application
completion time, and the approach execution time do not
almost vary. Note that R1, R2, R3, and R4 represent four
ranges of deadlines of IoT applications, i.e., [5, 6], [5, 7], [5,
8], and [5, 9], respectively. That is due to that the deadline
of IoT application is only exploited to compute the reliability level of G IoT applications via the formulation (8),
the increase of deadline of IoT application can prevent
from the QoS violations and has no effect on the bandwidth
consumption, the application completion time, and the
approach execution time. Therefore, when the range of
deadlines of the IoT applications varied from R1 to R4,
the probability of choosing a larger deadline is increased.
That is, the reliability level of G IoT applications also increases with the increase of the range of deadlines of the
IoT applications, i.e., from R1 to R4. Moreover, RETO has
the maximum reliability level, the minimum bandwidth
consumption, the minimum application completion time,

and the moderate approach execution time of all approaches.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
In this paper, we had investigated the collaborative
task offloading problem with the consideration of the
container or virtual machine failure rates and recovery
rates. We had also studied the tradeoff of minimizing the
bandwidth consumption of IoT applications while maximizing the reliability level of these IoT applications during task offloading. Then, we had proposed and transformed a multi-objective optimization problem into a single objective optimization problem for integer linear programming. In order to improve computational efficiency,
we had introduced an approach to acquire a near-optimal
solution with lower time complexity. The results of simulation experiments had demonstrated that our proposed
approach provided a near-optimal solutions and had better performance compared with other approaches.
In our future work, we will take the remote cloud into
account our experimental environment, and then study
the above optimization problem based on the real dataset.
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